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This article considers the emergence of makeover reality TV, including Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition (EMHE), within the cultural and political economic context
of neoliberalism, which advocates corporate benevolence, individual volunteerism, and
personal responsibility as principle means for solving serious social issues. Four con-
texts include (a) the integration of corporate philanthropy and product marketing since
the 1980s; (b) the proliferation of goodwill reality TV in a post-9/11 reality television
economy; (c) home improvement reality TV’s connections to the housing boom, shifting
domestic gender roles, and the neoliberal ideals of an “ownership society”; and (d) EMHE’s
representational engagement with neoliberal frameworks for addressing social inequal-
ities with particular attention to race and the Katrina disaster. The article concludes
with thoughts on how noncommercial reality TV might broaden the frameworks for
addressing social problems beyond commercial TV’s neoliberalism.
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The estimated thirteen million viewers who tuned in to ABC’s December 11,
2005 special two-hour “Holiday Wishes” episode of its Sunday evening feel-good

reality TV hit Extreme Makeover: Home Edition (EMHE) found First Lady Laura
Bush handing out Sears clothing to Hurricane Katrina victims at a neighborhood
shelter in Biloxi, Mississippi.1 While the episode presented Bush’s cameo as
impromptu, the Bush administration contacted EMHE in mid-September to ask if it
was taping any shows in the devastated Gulf Coast area and that Laura Bush would
be happy to help out given that she shared the “same principles” of the show (de Moraes
2005). The White House booked Bush on the show in the wake of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency’s inept response and criticism that George W. Bush
was disengaged with the recovery effort and slow to criticize his crony who headed the
agency (Fiore 2005). The episode concluded with Laura Bush, surrounded by the Sears
brand, complementing the show and Sears for their volunteer efforts. In reinforcing
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these shared principles of corporate benevolence and volunteerism as means for
addressing the disaster, the episode countered a broader public reaction to Katrina’s
exposure of widespread poverty that existed throughout the Gulf Coast region prior
to the disaster. This exposure gave advocates of poverty reduction a prominent stage to
call for more systemic, government-sponsored initiatives to address the large persistent
underclass of Americans denied adequate housing, health care, and living wage jobs.
News coverage of the most devastated areas of New Orleans exposed America’s per-
sistent racial inequalities as inadequate levees left African American neighborhoods
most vulnerable, evacuation plans all but ignored those without personal transportation,
and slow disaster relief stranded hurricane victims for weeks (Center for Social
Inclusion 2006). But in the months that followed the hurricane, the Bush administration
proposed a recovery plan that included a “Gulf Opportunity Zone” consisting of mostly
tax breaks for businesses while Congress called for spending cuts to offset Katrina
costs, which mostly came from health care programs, Medicaid, and other initiatives
to assist low-income Americans. Soon the media forgot the “rediscovered poor”
(deMause 2006; Dionne 2005; The Monitor’s View 2005).

In linking EMHE’s ethics of corporate volunteerism to the administration’s recovery
policies that emphasized business stimulus packages over structural programs to address
widespread poverty, the political implications of this popular reality TV program are
potentially vast. Since premiering on ABC in December 2003, each week a typical
episode has an energetic EMHE design team “surprise” a needy family with a good
morning wake-up call, then sends them away for a weeklong vacation while their
home is rebuilt. Many of these families have suffered severe health issues, such as a
child with brittle bone disease, a parent recently diagnosed with adult epilepsy, a
baby that required a heart transplant, and perhaps most heartrending, a deaf couple
with a blind, autistic child. Other families have lost loved ones from car accidents or
gun shootings, and some have suffered property damage from floods and fires.

While many of these problems seem exceptional, these Sunday evening glimpses
into the lives of struggling families expose the daily situations many Americans face
as neoliberal policies have reduced social safety nets. As Mark Robert Rank (2004)
has elaborated in One Nation, Underprivileged: Why American Poverty Affects Us
All, at any given time one fifth of the U.S. population is either in poverty or on the
brink and most Americans will experience poverty at some point during their adult
lifetimes. According to Rank, “individuals move into poverty largely due to detri-
mental events such as the loss of work, a reduction in earnings, or the breakup of a
family” (30). The families on EMHE too have experienced such unforeseen events
that put their life security at risk without adequate health insurance or social welfare
services to help meet their needs. According to a 2003 U.S. Census Bureau report,
43.6 million Americans had no or inadequate health insurance, largely because
employers did not provide it (Rank 2004, 13, 54). In struggling to meet health care,
housing, and child care expenses, many parents on EMHE work multiple jobs in the
moderate to low-wage service sector, including retailers, social workers, teachers,
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nurses, postal workers, school cafeteria workers, insurance agents, firefighters, and
national guardspersons.

In representing these working families who struggle to get by, EMHE exposes the
precarious living conditions that many experience under neoliberal policies that
champion “free market” principles and diminish government social services. As Lisa
Duggan (2003) has elaborated, this neoliberal consensus—which spans the conser-
vative Reagan and Bush administrations of the 1980s, Clinton’s centrist New
Democrats, and George W. Bush’s “compassionate conservatives”—has supported
“a leaner, meaner government (fewer social services, more ‘law and order’), a state-
supported but ‘privatized’ economy, an invigorated and socially responsible civil
society, and a moralized family with gendered marriage at its center” (10). Welfare
reform was a key component of neoliberal polices as Duggan explains:

The overall impetus of welfare “reform,” or the elimination of the so-called welfare
“entitlement,” was to transfer the function of providing a social safety net from public
agencies to private households maintained through low-wage employment. The gap
between the needs of workers and their dependents, and the inadequate pay and benefits
provided by their insecure, often no-benefits jobs, is left to be filled by overstretched
families and overburdened volunteer charities. Thus social service functions are priva-
tized through personal responsibility as the proper functions of the state are narrowed,
tax and wage costs in the economy are cut, and more social costs are absorbed by civil
society and the family. (15–16, emphasis in original)

Neoliberals blame society’s ills on the immoral values of deadbeat dads or lazy
welfare mothers who exploit entitlement programs. As Rank (2004, 47–49) argues, this
diagnosis has been supported for the past 50 years by the dominant methodological
research approaches of the social sciences, which rely on the individual as the unit of
analysis. These models marginalize structural contexts such as the persistence of
low-wage jobs, unaffordable child and health care, or ongoing racial and gender dis-
criminations that have historically produced unequal access to life opportunities.

This article considers EMHE within the cultural and economic contexts of this
neoliberal political consensus. It asks why this and other Good Samaritan reality TV
such as Three Wishes (ABC), The Scholar (ABC), Miracle Workers (ABC), Random
1 (A&E), and Extreme Makeover (ABC) have emerged in recent years and how they
engage with political solutions to serious social issues, such as housing, health care,
education, and living wages. The focus is on EMHE because of its popularity and
broad acclaim (winning a 2005 and 2006 People’s Choice Award and a 2005 and
2006 Creative Arts Emmy for Outstanding Reality Program) and because its network
sponsor Disney/ABC has been the most aggressive in developing Good Samaritan
reality TV. Four broad contexts include (a) the integration of corporate philanthropy
and product marketing since the 1980s; (b) the proliferation of goodwill reality TV
in a post-9/11 reality television economy; (c) home improvement reality TV’s con-
nections to the housing boom, shifting domestic gender roles, and the neoliberal ideals
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of an “ownership society”; and (d) EMHE’s representational engagement with neolib-
eral frameworks for addressing social inequalities with particular attention to race
and the Katrina disaster. The article concludes with thoughts on how noncommercial
reality TV might broaden the frameworks for addressing social problems beyond
commercial TV’s neoliberalism.

Television as Corporate Philanthropy

The very foundation of U.S. commercial broadcasting was built on a faith in corporate
benevolence. When lawmakers chose an advertising-supported commercial broad-
casting model in the late 1920s, they believed that “the excellence and public-service
value of radio programs is increased by the support of those seeking appropriate
publicity” (Streeter 1996, 101). Advertisers would fund “quality” programs that
reflected well on the products they pitched and fuel the consumer economy that was
to benefit all. This corporate-liberal framework for television, as Thomas Streeter
(1996, 41–47, 59–110) has written, equated corporate well-being with doing good
even as these commercial priorities marginalized access to the “public airwaves” for
nonprofit, religious, and educational organizations.

The most sustained use of television specifically for corporate philanthropy has
been the Advertising Council’s public service announcement (PSA) campaigns since
the 1940s. Advertising industry leaders and media owners met in 1941 to develop a
public relations plan to counter the anti-advertising sentiments of the New Deal
1930s. They formed the council to create prowar PSAs and then later focused on
campaigns that supported national policies to preserve “the stability of the private
enterprise system” (Jackall and Hirota 2003, 37–44). Since then, the Ad Council has
partnered with government agencies and nonprofit organizations to produce campaigns
including the antipollution “Crying Indian” campaign in the 1970s, the “Friends Don’t
Let Friends Drive Drunk” campaign for the U.S. Department of Transportation in the
1980s, and after the 9/11 tragedy, the “Campaign for Freedom,” which supported the
U.S. War on Terror with PSA portraits of what life in the United States would be
like absent freedoms of speech and religion (Melillo 2002).

Corporations have also underwritten public television programming since the late
1960s as components of their public relations and philanthropic campaigns. This
included the oil companies that spent more than 10 percent of their philanthropic
contributions on British historical dramas and nature shows in the mid-1970s to
repair their reputations after profiting from the oil crisis, prompting critics to label
PBS the “Petroleum Broadcast System” (Ledbetter1997, 143–146). Other commercial
television shows had charitable themes, including the notorious Queen for a Day,
which aired on radio from 1945 to 1957 and on television from 1956 to 1964 and
1969 to 1970. This audience participation show had host Jack Bailey call up several
prescreened women from the audience to tell their heart-rendering stories of family
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adversity while the audience applause meter indicated the winner who won a range
of sponsored gifts (Cassidy 2005, 187–194).

More recently, corporate interest in Good Samaritan reality TV sprang from a
restructuring of corporate philanthropy in the 1980s and 1990s, when philanthropic
campaigns were no longer created principally to enhance corporate reputations in
times of crises but to more strategically integrate corporate giving with product mar-
keting and to sustain a neoliberal political platform for deregulating industries and
shrinking state social welfare provisions. Ronald Reagan created the Task Force on
Private Sector Initiatives in 1981 while significantly cutting government social welfare
spending. Although Reagan declared that “volunteerism is part of our plan to give
government back to the people,” corporate donations grew only to a fraction of the
amounts lost to government service cuts. Meanwhile, “the people” were losing jobs and
living wages as corporations outsourced U.S. manufacturing abroad and deregulation
facilitated corporate mergers. Under new management pressures to make merged
operations more efficient and profitable, these restructured corporations downsized
company payrolls and streamlined corporate giving so that contributions directly
benefited corporate profits (King 2001, 118). These “strategic philanthropy” cam-
paigns, as Samantha King (2001, 115–123) writes, aligned corporate giving with
branding imperatives through establishing corporate partnerships with nonprofit
organizations, providing incentives for employees to volunteer, using existing com-
pany resources for noncash contributions, and integrating this “charitable investing”
with marketing and public relations campaigns. In the 1990s, marketing profession-
als perceived a shift in consumer attitudes away from the materialism of the 1980s
toward a yearning for “belonging” and “spiritual connectedness” grounded in ethical
citizenship and civic virtue in the “morning after” decade of the 1990s. Corporations
began creating “cause-related marketing” campaigns that linked brand identities to
long-term associations with social causes (King 2001, 123–127).

Unlike Ad Council PSAs and PBS sponsorships principally designed to bolster
company and industry reputations or Queen for a Day that, like other game shows,
donated prizes to promote products, Good Samaritan reality TV more fully integrates
philanthropy with corporate branding and product marketing. For example, Wal-Mart
sponsored the reality TV serial The Scholar in the summer of 2005 to advertise its
back-to-school collections as well as promote its philanthropic educational foundation
at a time when it was increasingly under attack for exploiting workers (Featherstone
2005; O’Loughlin 2005). The show also provided cultural support for neoliberal
policies in relaying feel-good stories about a private corporation sponsoring college
scholarships for low-income students to attend the private University of Southern
California while Congress debated legislation to reauthorize the Higher Education
Act, which proposed raising student loan interest rates rather than increasing federal
funding for Pell grants (Janofsky 2005).

With The Scholar, Three Wishes, Miracle Workers, EM, and EMHE, ABC has
scheduled more primetime Good Samaritan TV than other networks and strategically
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incorporated charitable giving into its brand image with an outreach campaign in
2002 that repositioned the network’s initials as “A Better Community” (see http://
abc.go.com/abettercommunity/). The campaign initially created branded PSAs with
ABC series personalities promoting volunteerism but since 2005 has focused on pro-
moting EMHE as the network’s flagship for public service. In 2007, the ABC: A
Better Community web site flashed quotes promoting the value of volunteer public
service from Mahatma Gandhi, Walt Disney, Martin Luther King, Jr., Winston Churchill,
and Ralph Waldo Emerson alongside quotes from ABC series stars such as Geena
Davis (Commander in Chief), Evangeline Lily (Lost), Kimberly Williams-Paisely
(According to Jim), and William Shatner (Boston Legal) (see http://abc.go.com/
abettercommunity/behind.html). Web visitors were encouraged to volunteer with
ABC’s principle nonprofit partners, 1–800–volunteer.org, Habitat for Humanity, and
HomeAid. ABC’s cause-related marketing campaign has invited affiliate station per-
sonnel and ABC series stars onto EMHE episodes (see “The Dolan Family” and
“Holiday Wishes”). Makeover recipients, including chronically ill children, often per-
sonally thank ABC on the show (see “The Okvath Family” episode).

Disney, ABC’s corporate parent since 1995, is synergistically integrated into
EMHE. Most episodes send the families to Disney theme parks while their home is
made over. The Muppets (see “The Harris Family” episode), the Seven Dwarfs (see
“The Burns Family” episode), Disney Imaginers (see “The Mendoza Family” episode),
Disney animation crews (see “The Okvath Family” episode), and the head of Disney
World (see “Holiday Wishes” episode) have all appeared in episodes. These corporate
goodwill campaigns are extensions of Disney’s long history of strategically linking its
corporate image to its philanthropic partnerships, especially with children’s charities.
Disney has sponsored the U.S Marine Corps Reserve Toys for Tots program since
1947 and the Make-a-Wish Foundation since its inception in 1980, among others.
More recently, Disney incorporated cause-related marketing into its strategic philan-
thropy campaigns when it offered to donate a child’s backpack and lunch tote to the
Boys and Girls Club of America for each one sold at Disney stores during its July 2005
back-to-school promotion (see http://disney.go.com/disneyhand/news/backtoschool.html).
However, Disney’s corporate charity coupled with neoliberal policies have done
little to change child poverty rates that have hovered at nearly 20 percent since 1980,
with a rate of 33 percent for African Americans and 29 percent for Hispanics (see
http://www.childstats.gov/amchildren06/pdf/ac2006/econ.pdf).

In the span of an hour, EMHE also provides other corporate sponsors goodwill
exposure as the camera zooms in and out of the names and logos of home builders,
lumber and sheeting companies, cabinetry and faucet makers, fencing and landscaping
companies, moving van and bus lines, and computer electronics and home furnishing
brands. At the end of most episodes, viewers are prompted to visit the ABC web site
to find out more about the products used on the show, where they will find a section
called “as featured on . . .” that provides company contact information for more than
one hundred, and sometimes more than two hundred, company sponsors for each
episode.
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Sears’ EMHE sponsorship vividly exemplifies how corporations use reality TV to
realize their cause-related marketing strategies. In 1999, Sears created a new brand
campaign around the tagline “The Good Life,” signifying the double meaning of living
well and doing good. ABC’s head of integrated marketing and promotion commented
how well EMHE supported this new brand image: “Talk about nail on the head—
even their branding, ‘The Good Life,’ that’s what the show is about” (Carpenter
2003; “The Next Big Idea Targets Branded Entertainment” 2005). Though EMHE
recipients are not chastised for their lack of style, as is typical on other makeover
television, Sears enticed viewers to maintain the stylish requirements of middle-class
prosperity through launching a series of exoticized designer lines by EMHE host Ty
Pennington in June 2004, including color schemes such as Bali Hai, Caliente Stripe,
Red Dragon, Chocolatte, and Luscious Lava (“New Venture with Ty Pennington”
2004). A typical episode has one or more of the EMHE design team shop at Sears
for appliances and home decorations that reinforce the Sears commercial spots that
also pitch them. In most episodes, after the final reveal of the newly renovated home
and before the feel-good conclusion, a montage sequence associates Sears’ products
with the show’s charitable good deeds. For example, in an episode that built a new
home in New York City’s Queens borough for Lucy Ali and her two sons she adopted
from their crack-addicted mother, the script for the summary montage sequence
read, “1 Deserving Family, 6 Designers, 101 Crew Members, 210 Craftsman Tools,
8 Kenmore Appliances, 1 New Home, 1 Good Life, Welcome Home Ali Family,
Thanks for Letting Us be a Part of Extreme Makeover: Home Edition, Sears. . . .”
The Association of National Advertisers recognized Sears’ EMHE sponsorship as
one of the most successful branded-entertainment deals (Stanley 2005, 119), while
Sears marketing executives claimed that viewers who watched the show on Sunday
night were 29 percent more likely to shop at Sears on Monday (“ANA Forum TO
TV” 2006).

In advocating for volunteer corporate solutions to housing problems, Sears’
EMHE sponsorship also directly supported the Bush administration’s neoliberal
housing policies that privileged homeownership over rental assistance or public
housing. In response to Bush’s call for the private sector to join his campaign for
increasing homeownership through an American Dream Downpayment Fund and tax
credits for developers who build new homes in low-income areas (Washington 2001),
Sears created the Sears American Dream Campaign in August 2002 that committed
$100 million over five years to support nonprofit homeownership education centers,
donate Sears merchandize to low-income neighborhoods and disaster relief areas, and
deploy a “Dream Team” of volunteer Sears employees and retirees who have made
repeated appearances on EMHE (“Sears Unveils $100 Million Program” 2002). This
seemingly generous pledge is but 5/100ths of 1 percent of Sears’ annual revenues,
and much of this comes from gift cards and donated merchandise. The symbiotic
relationship between this private sector Good Samaritan and Bush’s ownership-based
housing policies were clear at the first White House Conference on Minority Home
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Ownership in October 2002, when Bush recognized Sears as a public sector leader
in supporting homeownership initiatives (quoted on the Sears web site at http://www
.searsamericandream.com/about/2_2_advocacy.htm). As Lisa Dugan (2003, iv-xxii)
has traced, neoliberal policies often invoke racial inequalities to legitimize their private
sector initiatives and dramatize their potential benefits despite the negative impact
that these policies have had on communities of color. Bush promoted his ownership
society principles through focusing on minority home ownership even though his plan
to move funds away from public subsidies and rental assistance disproportionately
affected people of color. The administration’s first Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) budget proposed to cut funds for rental assistance by 23 percent, or $700
million (Washington 2001); freeze funds for the Hope VI program, which decentral-
ized poverty by creating public housing in mixed-income communities; and decrease
funds for the Housing Capital Fund by 14 percent, which supported public housing
projects (Milbank 2002). The administration’s 2004 housing budget phased out funds
for the Hope VI program (Seymour 2003). As is elaborated later, EMHE provides
cultural reinforcement for these neoliberal racial politics in building homes for
people of color in more than a third of the episodes in the first three seasons, signifying
a pluralist basis to the show’s good deeds, yet racial discrimination is never invoked
as a source of these families’ economic insecurities.

Studies reveal that these neoliberal housing policies have done little to make
housing more affordable, especially for communities of color, where less than 50
percent of Hispanic and African Americans own their homes, compared to more than
70 for whites (U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development 2004). The Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard
University (2005) found that while the housing boom was in its thirteenth consecu-
tive year of growth in 2004, nearly one in three families spent nearly a third of their
income on housing, and one in eight spent more than half. For a growing number of
low- and moderate-wage workers, even renting a modest apartment anywhere in the
country has become increasingly difficult. While home ownership rates have slowly
increased, the housing boom’s financial rewards have gone mostly to those investing
in second, third, and fourth homes. According to a National Association of Realtors
study, in 2004, 36 percent of all home sales were for second homes (see http://www
.realtor.org/Research.nsf/files/US%20RE%20Profile%202005.pdf/$FILE/US%20RE
%20Profile%202005.pdf). Critics warned that home ownership programs would help
only a fraction of the 1.8 million low-income recipients of the Section 8 rental assis-
tant voucher program as housing prices soared in large cities. In its first year, the
Bush administration’s home ownership policies moved only 500 recipients into
homeownership and most of these were in small- to midsize cities (Wilgoren 2002).
Critics also warned that coupled with deep cuts to programs that support working
families such as Medicaid, supplemental health insurance, nutrition assistance, and wel-
fare, moving families off rent-subsidized programs and into homeownership is all
the more difficult. And homeownership programs such as the American Dream
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Downpayment Act were not supported with new resources but through siphoning
monies away from other programs such as the Home Investment Partnerships
Program, which cities have used to support homeownership. Meanwhile, housing
experts also say that increases in homeownership in the years of the Bush administra-
tion had more to do with low interest rates, which began to climb as the administration
cut taxes and spent heavily on the War on Terror (Cisneros and Katz 2004).

A survey of EMHE’s principle nonprofit partners exposes how these private sector
initiatives have supported neoliberal policies. Habitat for Humanity, HomeAid, and
1–800–Volunteer.org, a service of the Points of Light Foundation, emerged alongside
neoliberalism’s ascension in the past thirty years with a shared goal to solve serious
social issues through corporate benevolence and citizen volunteerism. Each of these
nonprofit organizations has received minimal state financing, yet elected officials
often cite them as models for mobilizing the private sector to solve systemic social
problems. The EMHE web site directs viewers to these three organizations but offers
no information about local, state, or federal housing or health care policy initiatives.

Habitat for Humanity is an ecumenical Christian organization founded by Millard
Fuller in 1976 to address the problem of substandard housing and homelessness
worldwide. Habitat’s mission derives from three Christian concepts: “putting faith
into action” through volunteering; uniting persons of social, cultural, and theological
difference through the shared work called “the theology of the hammer”; and requiring
individuals and corporations to volunteer as an “economics of Jesus” (see http://
www.habitat.org/how/christian.aspx). Initially, Habitat did not accept government
funds, in contrast to other religious organizations that viewed the state as a useful
partner in addressing pressing social issues. However, the organization has loosened
its policy and more recently accepted donated land and infrastructure support for
utilities and streets but not for the direct construction of houses (Hayes 2004). All
home recipients must personally contribute at least five hundred hours of “sweat
equity” and pledge to make their interest-free mortgage payments on their new homes.

Government leaders from both parties have recognized Habitat as a private sector
model for solving housing needs. Former President Jimmy Carter and First Lady
Rosalynn have rolled up their sleeves for a week each year since 1984 to build homes
with Habitat (see http://www.habitat.org/how/carter.aspx). In 1996, Bill Clinton
awarded Fuller the Presidential Medal of Freedom, calling Habitat “the most suc-
cessful continuous community service project in the history of the United States”
(see http://www.habitat.org/how/millard.aspx), and his Department of Housing and
Urban Development had Habitat in mind when it created SHOP, the Self Help
Homeownership Opportunity Program, which awarded grants to help nonprofit
organizations buy property to build low-income housing (Hayes 2004, 252; see
http://www.habitat.org/gov/relations/hud_shop2.aspx). George W. Bush, soon after
announcing his homeownership initiatives, took to the streets to demonstrate his
commitment to an “ownership society” and faith-based initiatives by volunteering
with Habitat for Humanity (Nguyen 2001). To kickoff his so-called “Home to the
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Heartland Tour” in August 2001 (and to deflect criticism of his month-long summer
vacation), Bush again volunteered for Habitat for Humanity and declared that “own-
ing something is what America is all about” (Henry 2001, A3).

While admirable in building more than 200,000 homes for needy families world-
wide in thirty years, Habitat’s successes are qualified given that these administrations
have touted Habitat’s private sector solutions to promote the neoliberal housing policies
that have left millions living in substandard housing. Also, a study of nine Habitat
affiliates qualifies the pluralistic goals of its theology of the hammer, which found
that while Habitat’s leadership was overwhelmingly white (93 percent) and upper
middle-class (59.6 percent make more than $74,000 a year), they have not developed
a systematic program to recruit leadership among the home recipients who are pre-
dominantly African American and Latino (Hayes 2004, 259–263). Habitat volunteers
identified more strongly with their recipients who shared their middle-class aspirations
and values of hard work, personal integrity, self-help, and family stability than with
other “low income families in general” who did not have adequate credit histories and
stable employment to qualify. The study found that the mostly Anglo, white-collar
Habitat volunteers were less motivated by an altruism based on sacrificing for others
than they were a desire to seek a particular “social capital” that comes from practicing
compassion as an integral aspect of personal self-development. Disney/ABC’s partner-
ship with Habitat sought promotional and public relations capital. ABC promoted the
release of the EMHE DVD by offering to contribute $1.00 to Habitat for Humanity for
each DVD sold, with a cap of $125,000 (see http://abc.go.com/abettercommunity/
outreach.html), while Disney sponsored the local San Gabriel Valley Habitat, where it
planned to build a new office complex in a community concerned about overdevelop-
ment (“Disney Presents $100,000 to San Gabriel Valley Habitat for Humanity” 2006).

Disney/ABC’s partnership with HomeAid also reveals strategic links between
corporate-sponsored charity and neoliberal government policies. This national non-
profit organization was founded in 1989 by the Orange County chapter of the
Building Industry Association of Southern California and is supported by major
homebuilders and mortgage banking firms to build and renovate shelters for the
“temporarily homeless.” HomeAid has built or renovated over a hundred shelters
nationwide, most in California, where the California Building Industry Association
has advocated for legislation conducive to profitable homebuilding. The Association
has lobbied the state to ease environmental restrictions on land use, insulate builders
from defect litigation, and reduce builder development fees through appropriating
state property tax revenues (see http://www.cbia.org/index.cfm?pageid=928). They
have opposed legislation that enforces minimum wages on public works projects,
protects workers against heat-induced health problems, reduces greenhouse gas
emissions, supports inclusionary zoning to sustain affordable housing in high-cost
areas, protects Native American burial grounds, sustains the Endangered Species
Act, and improves water quality (see http://www.cbia.org/index.cfm?pageid=928; see
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2006/05/09/MNGSVIO7NE1.DTL
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and http://wfww.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2006/04/14/BAGDSI8THR1
.DTL&feed=rss.bayarea). While the Association’s HomeAid charity, and its promotion
through EMHE, creates an image counter to the realities of their opposition to prolabor,
environment, and health care legislation, it also obfuscates their advocacy for increased
state and federal spending on road and utility infrastructure, on tax credits for home
buyers, and on rent subsidy programs that get passed on to property owners (while
opposing rent control) (see http://www.cbia.org/index.cfm?pageid=928 and http://
www.tenant.net/Alerts/Guide/papers/dreier/dreier2.html). As Lisa Duggan (2003,
4–5) observes, the neoliberal ideals of privatization and decreased government
spending are rhetorical in that they do not account for these uses of public tax
dollars to support these forms of corporate welfare. As California ownership levels
in 2005 were 13 percent lower than the national average, only one in twenty African
Americans could afford to own a home, and the state minimum wage was one third
of what it took to rent a two-bedroom apartment, Disney/ABC’s partnership with
HomeAid looms increasingly rhetorical as well (Department of Housing and Community
Development, Division of Housing Policy Development 2006).

EMHE’s third principle nonprofit partner is 1–800–volunteer.org, the volunteer
referral service of the Points of Light Foundation, which former President George
Bush initiated in 1989 as a centerpiece for his “kinder, gentler” national efforts to
combat serious social issues through promoting volunteerism. Unlike John F.
Kennedy’s Peace Corps or Lyndon B. Johnson’s Service to America, which used fed-
eral funds to create paid service opportunities for citizens, Bush’s foundation looked
only to the private sector to support volunteerism. According to a Bush spokesper-
son, the sources of serious social problems were less economic than they were per-
sonal because ‘‘too many people are disconnected and feeling alienated from
society” (“Bush Unveils Plan that Encourages Volunteering” 1989, 1). Similar to
Habitat for Humanity’s concept of the theology of the hammer and the sweat equity
requirement for recipients and consistent with the core neoliberal principle of per-
sonal responsibility, the Foundation’s web site states that they “believe that ‘people
in need’ should also volunteer as a way to learn how to reconnect themselves to their
society and its resources” (see http://www.pointsoflight.org/about/mission.cfm).
Disney/ABC, Sears, and other major corporations are major Points of Light sponsors
(see http://www.pointsoflight.org/about/support/sponsorlist_leader.cfm).

The ABCs of Post-9/11 Reality TV

While corporations have increasingly tied philanthropy to building brand credi-
bility through cause-related marketing strategies in the past two decades, ABC’s
more recent incorporation of Good Samaritan reality television into its primetime
schedule reflects dynamic changes in the television industry. The broadcast networks
began producing reality TV in the 1980s and early 1990s to cut program costs as
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audiences fragmented across proliferating cable channels and scripted programming
became increasingly expensive as powerful Hollywood agencies packaged their star
actor, writer, and producer clients. Programs such as 48 Hours and Unsolved
Mysteries required no star packages and used strike-evading nonunion labor while
others such as Cops and America’s Most Wanted redefined public service programming
during the “law and order” Reagan, Bush, and Clinton administrations (Raphael
2004). In the late 1990s, the broadcast networks developed a new wave of reality TV,
including game shows such as Who Wants to be a Millionaire and the game
show/documentary hybrids Big Brother and Survivor. Unlike the tabloid news and crime
watch reality programs, advertisers favored these controlled environment reality
formats to imbed product placements to compensate for commercial skipping viewers
with digital video recorders—in 2004, advertisers paid $1.88 billion on TV product
placements, a 46 percent increase over 2003 (Magder 2004; Moore 2005; “Where
Product Meets Program” 2006). Also, the new formats generated additional revenue
through merchandizing and interactive online features such as audience voting, addi-
tional game play, and twenty-four-hour video cams (Magder 2004).

But just as ABC was adding reality TV to primetime, advertisers and critics grew
leery of the low-status genre, especially post-9/11. ABC moved from last to first in
network ratings with its hit Who Wants to be a Millionaire, airing it up to four nights
a week, but ratings plummeted in 2001 because of overexposure. As the networks
stockpiled reality TV for the fall of 2001 in part to prepare for a possible labor strike,
following the 9/1l attacks critics announced the death of “frivolous” reality TV
(Laurence 2004). ABC responded by pulling Mole 2 midseason and canceling the
game show/fugitive series The Runner. These prognostications were short lived as
ABC débuted its hit dating show The Bachelor in March 2002 and the broadcast net-
works launched twelve new reality series in the summer of 2002. However, when
ABC added five reality series as 2002–2003 midseason replacements including Are
You Hot? The Search for America’s Sexiest People and The Family (which had next of
kin compete against one another for a million dollars) advertisers balked—especially
after the United States invaded Iraq in March 2003 (Battaglio 2003; Levin 2003).
ABC even pulled Jerry Bruckheimer’s Profiles from the Front Line, a patriotic reality
series covering the war in Afghanistan that was fully vetted by the pentagon, because
it was “too real” (Hibberd 2003; Ryan 2003). In its search for reality TV that was
neither too “frivolous” nor “too real,” ABC’s news division developed a series of
long-form documentary specials in the summers of 2002 and 2003 that chronicled
the daily lives of city workers (Boston 24/7), the court system (State v.), and hospitals
(Houston Medical and ICU) but failed to attract viewers as one critic found them
“more interesting than entertaining” (Bauder 2002; Collins 2002; Peyser 2002). One
series that managed to attract advertisers and viewers while the nation was at war was
ABC’s EM, in which a team of doctors offered “charity” dental veneers, lasik eye
surgery, and liposuction for those who could never afford such procedures (Bawden
2003; Belcher 2003). A market research firm found that of all reality television series,
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EM produced the highest viewer brand recall for Levi’s product integration and four
of the top ten brand recalls overall (McClellan 2003). Meanwhile, to capitalize on the
home makeover shows that proliferated on cable networks, ABC hired the international
TV syndication giant Endemol to produce a home makeover version of EM that was,
according to its producer, “much more about wish fulfillment and storytelling than
about the how-tos of home improvement” (Keveney 2004, 4D; “Reality Returns Full
Force” 2004, A1; Schneider 2003).

When EMHE first aired in December 2003, its Good Samaritan themes also created
a more acceptable wartime program for Sears sponsorship than ABC’s late-night
roundtable talk show Politically Incorrect, which Sears immediately dropped after
host Bill Maher said that the United States was more “cowardly” to lob “cruise missiles
from 2,000 miles away” than it was for the hijackers to stay “in the airplane when it
hits the building.” ABC initially defended the show but cancelled it in June 2002
(Elber 2001). EMHE and other do-good reality series also helped ABC recover from
its widely criticized attempt in replace ABC’s news program Nightline with David
Letterman’s late-night talk show in March 2002 (Campbell 2002, 1). And during the
aftermath of Janet Jackson’s wardrobe malfunction at the Super Bowl halftime show
in January 2004, in its permanent Sunday evening family-hour time slot, EMHE
helped buffer the arrival of ABC’s more scrutinized evening soap, Desperate
Housewives.

The Commercial Realities of
Home Improvement Television

While EMHE’s charity ethics helped ABC negotiate a post-9/11 commercial
broadcast network culture, its home makeover themes referenced ongoing dynamics
between television and ideals of home ownership in American society. Raymond
Williams (1974) has elaborated how broadcast television developed within contra-
dictory developments in modern life where new modes of transportation and
communication facilitated a more mobile society while the ideal of self-sufficient
family home ownership privileged autonomous dwelling. Television responded to,
and reinforced, this “mobile privatization” of society by providing a virtual window to
the world while TV advertising fueled a consumer economy that reinforced the
ideals of private home ownership and maintenance (Williams 1974). As Lynn Spigel
(1992) has written, early television’s insertion of the “public” world into “private” living
rooms excited anxieties. Postwar television promotion and programming idealized
the detached suburban home for the upwardly mobile white middle-class family as
well as threatened to disrupt the private sanctity of the gendered patriarchal family
by distracting women from their housework. Also, daytime talk shows demonstrated
homemaking techniques and interior designing while program sponsors pitched the
household appliances and consumer goods that promoted this idealized “American
Dream” of home living (Cassidy 2005; Samuel 2001).
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Early home remodeling TV included This Old House, the historic home restoration
series that ran on PBS stations from 1979 to 1988. Host Bob Vila left public television
in 1989 to start the syndicated show Bob Vila’s Home Again and has since built a do-it-
yourself home improvement commercial brand (see http://www.bobvila.com). Vila’s
transformation from public TV host to profitable corporate brand paralleled the rapid
growth of the home improvement industry. As baby boomers entered the housing
market, home remodeling expenditures tripled in the 1970s and nearly tripled again
in the 1980s. As property values rose and interest rates dropped in the 1990s and
2000s, homeowners used the equity on refinanced homes to spend upwards of a
quarter trillion dollars on home improvements annually (Joint Center for Housing
Studies of Harvard University 2005a, 2005b). The proliferation of home improve-
ment television helped fuel this growth. According to a Scripps survey, during the
week of March 12, 2004, there were 881 hours of home improvement shows on TV,
many of which came from Scripps’s cable networks devoted entirely to the genre,
including Home and Garden Television (HGTV), started in 1994, the DIY–Do It
Yourself Network, on air since 1999, and Fine Living, which launched in 2002
(Whitney 2004, 2006). In 2000, The Learning Channel (TLC) injected drama into
the home improvement genre when it débuted Trading Spaces, based on the British
Series Changing Rooms, which gives friends or neighbors forty-eight hours and
$1,000 to redecorate each other’s homes, leading to the occasional confrontation
over clashing tastes. TLC made Trading Spaces its trademark series with repeated
airings and branded merchandize sales, but in 2005, the series lost 40 percent of its
viewers because of overexposure and competition from the rapid growth of home
improvement shows on other networks (Neff 2003; see http://www.realityblurred
.com/realitytv/archives/trading_spaces/2005_Jan_31_ratings_decline). Nonetheless,
with ample opportunities for product placements, the home makeover genre proved
attractive to hardware retailers such as Home Depot, which in 2003 signed a “category
exclusive” deal with Discovery Networks to sponsor all of their home improvement
shows on Discovery Channel, Discovery Home & Leisure, BBC America, and TLC
(Griswold 2003).

The post-9/11 environment also affected the home improvement industry, as
Americans chose to travel less and instead put money and leisure time into redeco-
rating (Whitney 2004). In March 2004, Discovery Home & Leisure dropped its
travel-related series and specials as market studies indicated that their core demo-
graphic of female viewers, who remained the primary trip planners in most U.S.
households and who expressed more concern about the risk of terrorism than men,
wanted less travel and more DYI home improvement programs. The network changed
its name to Discovery Home Channel and launched Toolbelt Diva to target women
(Umstead 2004; Whitney 2004; see http://www.tia.org/Travel/TravelOutlook/
032603.asp). The emergence of DYI home improvement shows for women coin-
cided with shifts in the gendered divisions of domestic labor as more single women
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bought homes and waited longer to marry. Unlike the gender roles on ABC’s sitcom
of the 1990s, Home Improvement, where women kept house while men made home
repairs, hardware makers increasingly designed tools for women who were buying a
quarter of all power tools and accessories sold in the United States by 2005 (“2006
National Hardware Show” 2006). Realizing that half of their customers were
women, hardware retailers Home Depot and Lowe’s began offering in-store “Do-it-
Herself Workshops” in 2003. That same year, nearly two thirds of women consid-
ered themselves at least intermediate experts at home repairs, up 50 percent from
2001. The home improvement industry credits the rise of DYI reality TV shows and
internet sources as additional reasons for these trends (“Home Depot Leads Trend
with National Do-It-Herself Workshops” 2003; Jacobs 2003; “Women, Men Debunk
D-Y-I Gender Myths” 2003). EMHE designer Paige Hemmis launched a Tuff Chix
line of clothing and accessories for women and girls, including the pink tool belt
she wears on the show (see http://realitytv.about.com/od/extrememakeoverhome/a/
PaigeHemmisBio.htm). Younger viewers were also watching home makeover shows.
A Lowe’s commissioned study found that 65 percent of teens “sometimes watch
home improvement-related television shows, such as Trading Spaces, This Old
House, VH1’s Rock the House and MTV’s Cribs.” Discovery Kids network pitched
home improvement shows for even younger viewers with Trading Spaces: Boys vs
Girls (“Generation Y Joins Home Improvement’s ‘It Crowd,’” 2003).

By expanding the target audience to women and younger viewers, these home
improvement shows reinforced the idealization of property ownership and DYI
lifestyle maintenance espoused by a neoliberal “ownership society.” As cultural rein-
forcements for encouraging multiple generations to find fulfillment through laboring
to attain and maintain property, these home makeover shows have in part fueled a
housing boom that finds an increasing number of moderate-income households
overextended as interest rates increased on the zero-down variable adjustment mort-
gages that enticed families to purchase their first home. In midsized cities across the
country, 40 percent of mortgages in 2005 were interest only, meaning home owners
paid only the interest for an initial period of time and would face increased payments as
the loans matured (Darlin 2006). While more women work on home improvements,
as unpaid domestic labor, these patterns extend rather than challenge the gendered
divisions of labor that have sustained the longer postwar ideal of suburbanized
homeownership. Also, the racialized culture of home remodeling shows mirrors the
racial structures of inequality that persist in the housing market. As home remodeling
composed 40 percent of the total housing market in 2005 (Brown 2005), spending by
Hispanics, Asian Americans, and African Americans composed only 14 percent
(Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard University 2005)—a representational
percentage similar to the diversity of the design crews on Trading Spaces and other
makeover television (see http://tlc.discovery.com/fansites/tradingspaces/bio/bio.html).
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Model Neoliberal Citizens

The master neoliberal narratives of privatization and personal responsibility are
particularly prevalent on makeover realty TV. Helen Wood and Beverly Skeggs
(2004) found British makeover TV to enforce a “compulsory individuality” as cul-
tural experts schooled viewers to overcome their inadequacies through self-control
and appropriating “better” taste, which rearticulated class divisions and patriarchal
structures as issues of lifestyle choice. Toby Miller (2005) has written how even
makeover TV that showcases nonnormative heterosexuality such as Queer Eye for
the Straight Guy reinscribes queerness as an adaptable metrosexual lifestyle to assist
heterosexual men attain the professional look required for upward class mobility
(see also Sender 2006). But this class mobility is precarious, as Gareth Palmer (2004)
elaborates, because the middle-class style that these shows advocate legitimizes the
taste hierarchies that maintain the economic structures of class inequality. State insti-
tutions are rarely invoked to preserve the collective social welfare but rather to teach
individual responsibility, as is the case on the long-running Cops and in court TV
shows such as Judge Judy, as Laurie Ouellette (2004) has demonstrated.

Unlike these makeover shows that represent their subjects as deficient and in need
of guided self-reformation, EMHE recipients are presented as model citizens and
deserving families whose problems are no fault of their own. EMHE families conform
to the ideals of neoliberal citizenship through working long hours in moderate- to
low-paying service sector jobs with inadequate health coverage without complaint.
These families solve problems within the privatized sphere of the family by calling
on extended family members to help with daycare or care for sick or disabled kin
while both parents work: the Grinnans have six children, one of which is engaged
but will live at home to help care for the immune-deficient six-year-old sister; Gerald and
Ellen Burns have three kids, but Gerald’s sister moved in to help care for the youngest,
who has a brittle bone disease; when Rodney Andersen was shot and paralyzed, his
sister and her three children moved in to help care for him; and in one episode, the
Cadigan-Scott children, ages 12 to 23, cared for themselves after their parents died.
Model neoliberal citizens on EMHE are represented as strictly heterosexual.

EMHE often advocates nonprofit private sector solutions to health care issues, as
was the case with the Okvath family, where the father Bryan lost his truck-driving
job because he missed work to help care for his eight-year-old daughter Kassandra,
who developed a tumor in her kidney. In addition to building a new spacious home
for this family of eight who previously shared a one-bath home, EMHE host Ty
Pennington held a fundraising dinner for the American Cancer Society. In another
episode, single mother Carrie Powell lost a string of jobs as she struggled to care for
her son Keenan, who suffered from allergies, asthma, and a rare cell disorder.
However, rather than spotlight the inadequacies of the health care system, the show
lauded Carrie, a florist by trade, for growing her own medicinal herbs to help
Keenan. EMHE families are model health care volunteers themselves, donating bone
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marrow, advocating to fight heart disease, helping the disabled find jobs, running a
camp for chronically ill children, and teaching sign language (see “The Imbriani
Family,” “The Grinnan Family,” “The Mackey Family,” “The Teas Family,” and “The
Vardon Family” episodes). While these families consistently work toward health care
solutions in the sphere of civil society and the home, EMHE has not invoked state-
sponsored solutions to health care issues.

In other instances, neoliberal family ideals are complex, such as the prevalence of
both adoption and single parenthood on the show. As Lisa Duggan (2003) identifies,
women under neoliberalism are “encouraged to volunteer as the bulwarks of civil
society and ‘faith-based’ social service provisions in order to build their self-esteem
and independence,” yet neoliberal welfare reformers encourage women who cannot
afford childcare or housing to “choose” independence by putting their children up
for adoption, tie “family caps” to welfare provisions to limit support for newborns,
and mandate “child support cooperation even in cases of domestic violence”
(16–17). EMHE supports this gendered neoliberal cultural politics in that nearly a
third of the show’s families have adopted children, while only 3 percent of children
under eighteen living in the United States are adopted (Kreider 2003). Contrary to
gendered neoliberal ideals, however, many episodes embrace divorced, single
women who head large households (see “The Correa/Medeiros Families” and “The
Tom Family” episodes). Several episodes rewarded single African American women
for caring for large families, reinforcing the role of women as the “bulwarks of civil
society” while also contradicting the negative stereotype of the lazy single black
welfare mother that has bolstered a neoliberal politics of welfare reduction (See
“Ali” and “Turner” episodes).

More than a third of EMHE families in the first three seasons were African
American or Latino/a, making the program more racially diverse than most U.S. network
primetime television, though the near absence of Asian American families more
closely aligns with network television’s racial economies of discrimination. The series
received a nomination for an Imagen award, which recognizes Latino/a accomplish-
ments in TV—two of the rotating design team are Latino/a (see http://www.imagen
.org). However, the show’s pluralism never identifies race as a factor for why the
families are struggling, which obfuscates existing structures of racial discrimination
and presents the neoliberal solutions as equally beneficial to all. For example, one
episode featured Willie Harvey, who was recently diagnosed with adult epilepsy and
could no longer work. Even after his wife took two jobs, his sister moved in to help
with the three kids, and his college-aged son moved home to help out, Willie still had
to regularly skip his expensive medication to make it last longer. The structural issues
of unaffordable daycare and expensive prescriptions drugs that disproportionately
affect African Americans who are more likely to find themselves economically mar-
ginalized were glossed over as a group of pharmaceutical companies offered Willie
free prescriptions for life. Indications of structural racism were briefly exposed when
Willie’s wife Alecia expressed frustration that no banks would lend them money. But
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this was downplayed when the private sector regional builders association received
kudos for sponsoring the Harvey’s new home. Unfortunately for the Harvey’s neighbors
in Hastings, Florida, 43 percent who are African American, racist lending practices
would likely continue (see http://www.city-data.com/city/Hastings-Florida.html).
For example, a 1999 U.S. HUD report found that loan institutions were less likely to
be located in African American and Hispanic neighborhoods and that, all other
things being equal, African Americans and Hispanics were denied loans more than
white applicants (Turner and Skidmore 1999). Likewise, a 2002 HUD-commissioned
Urban Institute study found that in the pre-application phase, African Americans and
Hispanics were told about fewer loan products than whites, quoted lower loan amounts
and home prices, steered toward more costly Federal Housing Administration loans,
denied basic loan and price information, and received less coaching and follow-up
attention (Turner et al. 2002). Meanwhile, in this EMHE episode, race was reduced
to a clichéd design motif as one of the designers responded to Alecia’s interests in
connecting to her African roots by saying, “I want to give her that whole sort of Out
of Africa vibe” so “I’m thinking we kinda go Serengeti.”

While neoliberal policies decrease state funds for social services such as health
care, childcare, and housing, and call on extended families, foster parents, community
volunteers, and corporate benevolence to address these needs, they increase spending
for “law and order” initiatives, including more police and prisons (Duggan 2003, 14;
Sizemore 2001, 19). EMHE supports these priorities through representing social
workers as villains and law enforcement officials as heroes. For example, the Burns’
son Benjamin had an undiagnosed brittle bone disease, but when Benjamin got hurt,
an evil Child Protective Services suspected abuse and took Benjamin out of the
home, according to the episode narrative. After spending all of their money to prove
their innocence and facing substantial medical bills that were not covered by the
parent’s retail sector employers, the Burns lost their home. Conversely, EMHE
embraces law enforcement workers and firefighters who are frequent volunteers and
makeover recipients (e.g., see “The Vitale Family,” “The Lewis Family,” “The
Hassall Family,” and “The Johnson Family” episodes).

The contradictions of corporate Good Samaritan values and real-world neoliberal
effects were most acute in an episode where the design team added a duplex to the
Colorado Homeless Families complex for two families in need (see “The Correa/
Medeiros Families” episode). When a corporate sponsor gave one of the homeless
men a job as a security guard, an EMHE designer said that this was the greatest thing
the show has ever done. Meanwhile, the hedge fund that orchestrated the $11 billion
merger between EMHE’s principle sponsor Sears and Kmart in the preceding year,
resulting in 850 lost jobs and making a 23 percent return for the year (much of this
coming from its 39 percent stake in the new Sears Holdings), and the fund manager
who led the merger made more than $1 billion that year (Atlas 2005).
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Making Over South Central Los Angeles

The neoliberal policy prescriptions of corporate benevolence, community volun-
teerism, and law enforcement were especially evident in several episodes that made
over homes in South Central Los Angeles despite the structural marginalization that
has devastated this neighborhood. In Season 1, the design team made over a home
in Watts, which EMHE host Ty Pennington referred to as “not exactly Pleasantville.”
L.A. Mayor James Hahn began the episode with a reference to the historic riots of
1965 but said the neighborhood and the city in general had reduced crime, in large
part to the voluntary efforts of model citizens such as “Sweet Alice,” who received the
Lieutenant Governor’s California Woman of the Year award in 2002. Alice exemplified
the model neoliberal citizen in providing care for her extended family (two of her
grandchildren lived with her) and in using her home as a soup kitchen for hundreds of
hungry community residents. The design team facilitated this voluntary privatization
and domestication of welfare through doubling the size of Alice’s kitchen and installing
a massive BBQ smoker in her front yard to feed five hundred people. Though Alice
never expressed concern for crime in her neighborhood, the designers installed win-
dow security screens and a surveillance camera sponsored by their makers. Because
a recent flood had damaged property on Alice’s entire block, the Sears American
Dream Team distributed mattresses, pillows, bedding, and $100 Sears gift certifi-
cates to a dozen other residents. Sears also installed front yard fences, which served
as both security shields and aesthetic appropriations of the white, small-town
Pleasantville ideal. The Los Angeles Police Department chief of police, the local
assemblyman, and councilwoman welcomed Alice to her new home, validating the
neoliberal ideals that she embodied while obfuscating the more structural origins of
South Central’s economic marginalization. In the seven years following South
Central’s angry reaction to the acquittal of the police officers involved in the Rodney
King beating, South Central remained economically depressed, with one third fewer
jobs per resident than in metropolitan Los Angeles. From 1992 to 1999, South
Central lost 20,200 manufacturing jobs and 12,500 wholesale jobs but gained 7,700
jobs in education largely because of state funding (see http://www.economicrt.org/
summaries/south_la_rising_synopsis.html). Only in Alice’s own words did viewers
get reference to the broader structural inequalities that separated economically
depressed neighborhoods such as South Central from the ideals that are represented
in popular commercial culture: “I got what everybody in the magazines and TV
have, I didn’t have to leave Watts.”

Similar neoliberal framings structured the makeover of the Garay’s home when
Child Protective services “threatened” to take away Johnny’s five siblings that he
adopted after his mother was killed by a stray bullet while sleeping. Meanwhile, the
L.A. Police Department (LAPD) chief brought child volunteers from their after-
school program that trains young people for careers in law enforcement. In depicting
the LAPD as Good Samaritans, EMHE provided a public relations platform for a
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department that has had a scandalous history of corruption, including officers planting
evidence, assaulting suspects, and falsifying police reports (see http://www.streetgangs
.com/topics/rampart/081103notall.html). Against EMHE’s racial pluralism that depicts
law enforcement officials volunteering to help African Americans like Alice and Mexican
Americans like the Garays is a continuing history of racial profiling in the LAPD.
One study found that between July and November 2002, of the black automobile
drivers who were stopped by the LAPD, 22 percent were asked to get out of their
cars, compared to 7 percent for white drivers stopped (Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights Education Fund’s Criminal Justice Reform Project 2004). Thus, despite
the heroic depictions of South Central L.A. residents Alice and Johnny, the law and
order themes and privatized, volunteer solutions to South Central’s race-based economic
marginalization perpetuates the neoliberal consensus that has sustained the neigh-
borhood’s deprivation (also see “The Anderson Family” episode).

However, these depictions of an economically marginalized South Central L.A.
sometimes expose the inadequacies of neoliberal solutions. In the special “Holiday
Wishes” episode, the makeover team returned to ask “Sweet Alice” who she would
like to help in a themed episode about “paying it forward.” Alice chose to help the
L.A. Free Clinic that serves low-income citizens who had no health insurance. One
designer mentioned the clinic’s motto “that healthcare is a right not a privilege,”
while another asked a volunteer contractors if she had ever been without insurance,
to which she replied, “Oh yes, I was working a minimum wage job and you can’t
afford insurance and they don’t offer insurance.” Still, another designer reinforced
EMHE’s neoliberal volunteer “pay-it-forward” ideology in stating “we’re giving
people the tools to just go out into the world and help thousands and thousands of
people,” and Pennington reiterated that “if we all just do a little more, we can really
change lives.”

Hurricane Katrina and the TV Culture
of Disastrous Neoliberal Politics

In addition to the segment on the post-Katrina “Holiday Wishes” episode with
Laura Bush, an additional four “After the Storm” EMHE specials aired in March and
April 2006 that reinforced neoliberal solutions while downplaying the more substantial
publicly financed recovery initiatives. The specials began with a dramatic montage
of the destructive storm and its tragic aftermath while voiceovers from several EMHE
designers and Katrina victims commented that without help, “they aren’t going to
make it.” A generic voiceover referenced the design teams’ limited resources, and
one designer explained that unlike a typical episode, “it’s much more than one family
needing us.” Despite this caveat, the designers dedicated themselves to “making a real
difference” through helping those who were helping others. Unlike typical episodes
that make over private homes, or in a few cases the facilities of nonprofit organizations,
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the extensive community-wide infrastructural damage sustained by the hurricane
demanded EMHE consider the reconstruction of tax-supported public institutions
such as a health clinic in Biloxi, a firehouse and public high school in Sabine Pass,
Texas, and a city park in Boynton Beach, Florida. To privilege the neoliberal corporate
goodwill role of ABC/Disney and other corporate sponsors in “making a real difference,”
the episodes represented city, county, and state governments as helpless victims and
largely ignored the publicly funded rebuilding initiatives.

In the “After the Storm, Mississippi” episode, EMHE rebuilt the Coastal Family
Health Center in Biloxi, a small clinic that serves residents without adequate health
insurance. The segment focused on the dedication of its resident physician Dr. Russell.
Patients recounted his personal commitment and wrote handwritten thank you letters
that covered a wall of the new clinic. The makeover team refurbished a two-story
house for the clinic but made little reference that the house was donated by the city
of Biloxi. And though it seemed the dedicated doctor kept the Center afloat, the episode
said nothing about the public financing that sustained his work, as the Center’s web
site reveals: “Without the aid of the City and County governments, we would fall
short on the delivery of health and dental care to the indigent population.” Instead,
the segment praises the Sears American Dream Team for donating $10,000 worth of
toys and clothing to the clinic. In another segment, two EMHE designers stumbled on
a FEMA trailer park but did not identify it as such. To turn these “generic” trailers
into “homes,” the Sears American Dream Team donated washers, driers, and $500
gift certificates to the twenty-nine families.

In the “After the Storm, Texas” episode, the design team, in Pennington’s dramatic
words, “for the first time will try to help out an entire town.” Because almost all of
the residents of Sabine Pass were displaced from their homes and, again, forced to
live in “tiny, tiny trailers,” the town residents boarded yellow public school buses to
spend $150 gift certificates at a local Sears, an event that seemed more like an
appropriation of public resources for corporate promotion than a solution to the res-
idents’ housing crises. The “After the Storm, Florida” episode renovated a little league
baseball field in Boynton Beach and threw a wedding for a couple whose previous
two attempts were dampened by successive storms. But the little league makeover
and celebration of private nuptials also masked the public resources necessary to film
the episode, as the credits buried in EMHE’s web site recognized the following for
their assistance: the City of Boynton Beach Police Department, the City of Boynton
Beach, the Florida Board of City Commissioners, the Boynton Beach Fire Rescue
Community Relations, the City of Boynton Beach Department of Development,
the City of Fort Lauderdale Community & Economic Development Department, the
City of Fort Lauderdale Parks & Recreation Department, the Fort Lauderdale Police
Department, the Fort Lauderdale Fire Rescue, and the Fort Lauderdale Film Office.

The “After the Storm, New Orleans” episode focused on, in Pennington’s words,
“projects that help a lot of people at once, to bring back the people of New Orleans.”
The first segment introduced Rev. Charles Southall of the First Emanuel’s Baptist
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Church, which houses a day care, a youth center, recreational facilities, and a soup
kitchen. The narrative personalized the losses experienced by the church congregation,
including a segment that had the children take photos of destroyed houses, cut them in
half, and draw in what the house might look like when restored. These sympathetic
and emotionally involving portraits of African Americans in post-Katrina New
Orleans contrasted with media coverage that largely represented blacks as lawless
symbols of looting and dehumanized “others,” whom George W. Bush repeatedly
referred to as “those people in this part of the world” (Center for Social Inclusion
2006, 5–8). However, the episode also rearticulated the racial politics of African
American religious institutions, which have historically provided leadership and an
important cultural and organizational resource for civil rights campaigns that link
racism with the economic injustices of neoliberal policies (Calhoun-Brown 2000).
Instead, the episode had this black Baptist church embrace neoliberal corporate
benevolence as a designer took several African American children to shop for Winnie
the Pooh clothes (a Disney brand) at Sears, the camera zoomed in on the corporate brand
names of materials suppliers during the reconstruction, and the congregation, during its
first service since the flood, thanked a designer and the executive staff of the private con-
tractor who lead the makeover. Meanwhile, private contractors in New Orleans exploited
low-wage temporary migrant workers while the vast number of former resident con-
struction workers could not move back because their homes were not habitable and the
area hotels were full (Barclay 2005). Two other segments focused on corporate benevo-
lence, with Gibson donating instruments to local musicians and Hewlett Packard restor-
ing water-damaged photographs.

The four “After the Storm” episodes concluded with the design team thanking their
major corporate sponsors and stating that their continued support will be essential
for rebuilding the Gulf Coast in the years to come. Sears integrated its cause-related
marketing campaign called Winds of Change into the show by having Pennington
advise viewers to “please donate at your local Sears, and together we can help this
force of human nature continue to grow.” Thus, these neoliberal solutions are more
than just political options for rebuilding a devastated region—corporate benevolence
and volunteerism are natural wellsprings of our very humanity.

Conclusion

While EMHE and other Good Samaritan Reality TV offer the neoliberal solutions
of corporate benevolence, individual volunteerism and personal responsibility for
solving serious social issues, from affordable housing to disaster relief, in devising
alternatives, what might we learn from a reality TV genre that attracted large audi-
ences to stories about the struggles of hard-working, community-minded citizens
within our underprivileged nation? Corporations seeking cause-related marketing
opportunities will likely continue to sponsor reality programs that reproduce neoliberal
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frameworks conducive to embedding product pitches and building goodwill brands.
But should reformers discard this reality TV genre that television critics often deride
as cheap entertainment and repeatedly predict its impending demise (Woolfe 2006;
also see http://tvcritics.org/press/2006/05/television-critics-association.html)? In
evaluating British lifestyle television, Charlotte Brunsdon (2006) argues that because
these reality TV programs represent a broader range of “everyday pleasures” as well
a “greater diversity in the audience,” the BBC should continue to produce reality TV
as a public service. For home makeover shows, Brunsdon advocates for a “realist”
aesthetic based on demonstrative instruction rather than the more “showbizy melo-
dramatic” shows that focus on emotional reactions to dramatic before-and-after reveals.
However, rather than discard EMHE’s aesthetic mode of personal, melodramatic
narratives that encourage viewers to sympathize with fellow citizens in need, or
forego the dramatic reveals that provide so much suspense, awe, and cathartic relief,
we might think about how makeover TV might diversify the protagonists beyond the
corporate sponsors who advocate for privatized solutions to social needs by including
the public institutions that address social problems through more collective, democ-
ratic means.

With federal recovery dollars dwarfing corporate and individual donations,2 imagine
how a noncommercial reality show might depict an extreme Gulf Coast makeover.
While ABC/Disney, Sears, Laura Bush, and their fellow corporate public relations
protagonists helped to rebuild a handful of homes and distribute Sears gift cards to a
hundred hurricane victims, a vibrant public television service could cover hundreds of
extreme community makeovers, replete with melodrama and suspense, all made pos-
sible not only by the voluntary contributions of individual viewers like you but through
the billions of tax dollars, social service programs, housing subsidy initiatives, job
training programs, public education systems, city council efforts, urban planning coali-
tions, and state health care boards. Imagine the dramatic before-and-after reveals of new
schools, entire neighborhoods, town halls, and hospitals, all made possible by govern-
ment provisions and our collective social insurance programs. There would be narrative
suspense in wondering if that public high school football stadium sod would be laid in
time for the opening game and feel-good stories of seeing deserving residents who had
endured hardship and the loss of loved ones find new jobs and careers thanks to the
public and private partnerships that made rebuilding communities possible. With more
than $50 billion in federal aid earmarked for temporary and long-term housing, more than
30,000 homes under construction a year after the storm, and tens of thousands more
scheduled, the opportunities to document the public protagonists of this extreme Gulf
Coast makeover tower over the capacity of commercial TV’s corporate Good Samaritans
(Schwartz 2006).

While EMHE never showed the more controversial outcomes of their makeovers,
like the families who sued over faulty construction from hasty five-day makeovers
or the siblings who fought each other over divvying up the loot, the public protago-
nists of a noncommercial makeover show could hold government institutions and
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private contractors accountable for the equitable rebuilding of their communities.
Louisiana residents could dramatically confront FEMA for its laggard response and
challenge elected officials and out-of-state contractors when 90 percent of the first
construction bids went to companies outside the Gulf region (“CorpWatch Report”
2006). Lower income residents could ask why white middle-class districts closer to
the Mississippi River began reconstruction long before the mostly African American
neighborhoods in New Orleans’ Ninth Ward. And labor rights groups could ask why
undocumented workers helping to rebuild the city made 40 percent less than docu-
mented workers and why only 9 percent received health insurance (“Illegal Immigrants
Report Poor New Orleans Job Conditions” 2006). An Extreme Makeover: Public
Edition could also expose how the neoliberal consensus has failed to address poverty
across America, including the 38 percent of New Orleans’ children who lived in poverty
before Katrina hit. The post-Katrina makeover TV could document tax-supported
programs necessary to transform the city’s Public Housing Authority that was in
receivership prior to Katrina, a public school system that was one of the worst in the
nation, and city and state public hospitals that strained to manage the large number
of patients without health insurance (Turner and Zedlewski 2006). Innovative solu-
tions to using public funds to address these problems could be publicized, such as
makeover editions of the self-governing charter schools that give parents control
over funds and administrative decisions (Nossiter 2006). “Where Are They Now”
specials could follow-up with the citizens who continue to struggle after they were
kicked off welfare since 1996 as well as the successes of more integrated public
housing initiatives. In reality, the crises in health care, housing, and living-wage jobs
demonstrate that desperate citizens need more than corporate Good Samaritans—
shouldn’t reality TV reflect this?

Notes

1. For a list of EMHE episodes and airdates, see http://www.tv.com/extreme-makeover-home-edition/
show/23066/episode_listings.html?season=0&tag=nav_bar;all

2. For example, Bill Clinton’s and George H. W. Bush’s Katrina Fund raised $100 million compared to
federal funds that totaled more than $100 billion (see http://www.bushclintonkatrinafund.org/index.php?
submenu=Donor&src=gendocs&link=Donors1&category=Donors).
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